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Introduction
This document is designed as introductory guide for Microsoft Dynamics CRM users to learn how to use
the Atrio Campaign 360 product.
Atrio Campaign 360 supports tracking progress of your campaigns in real-time using campaign response.
The use of campaign responses permits you to manage and see the multiple touches from all campaigns
and interactions. It also eliminates the need to manage duplicate leads generated during the import of
lists. If a contact or lead does not exist a new one is created within CRM.
Features:
 Create Lead/Contact based on email matching
 Easily import a large amount of “Hand Raisers” (Campaign Response) through an Excel template
 Organize event campaigns and attendees
 Automatically track Opportunities when created from Campaign Responses
 Automate emails throughout the workflow
 Customizable record assignment and email notifications
 Adjust lead status and rating levels
 Provide an option to map custom fields after creating campaign response
 Provides more options to qualify lead using a custom ribbon button “Atrio Qualify Lead”

Requirements/Compatibility
Atrio Campaign 360 is compatible with:
 CRM 2015 (7.0 and 7.1)
 CRM 2016
 CRM Online
The following browsers are supported:





Internet Explorer 10+
Google Chrome 43+
Safari 8.0.5+
Firefox 38.0.5+

Atrio Campaign 360 may work on previous browser versions, the mentioned versions have been tested
and are known to work.
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Using Atrio Campaign 360
Campaign responses are best used when the client needs to track multiple interactions with leads and
contacts. Creating multiple leads creates duplicates and increases lead management time.
Goals





Eliminate duplicate lead management
Provide a Follow-up mechanism for contacts
Track interactions
Track ROI

Importing Campaign Responses (Trade Show Attendees)
Records, like trade show attendees, can be imported into CRM as Campaign Responses and assigned to
the campaign during the import. When the csv file is imported the newly created campaign responses
are attached to leads and contacts and assigned to lead and contact owners for follow-up.
When a campaign response is imported (e.g. trade show attendees) it is created and connected to the
appropriate lead or contact. The following lookup logic is used:






Search for a contact with the same E-mail address and attach the campaign response. Assign the
campaign response to the contact owner.
Search for a company with the same company name, website and email account domain
o if one company found matched, create a new contact and attach the campaign
response. Assign the campaign response to the contact owner.
o if multiple companies found matched, new lead will be created.
Search for a lead with the same E-mail address and attach the campaign response. Reactivate
the lead if inactive. Assign the campaign response to the lead owner.
Create a new lead and attach the campaign response. Assign the Lead to the importing user.
Assign the campaign response to the lead owner.

Follow the instructions below to import the Campaign Responses
1. Navigate to Settings -> Data Management
2. Click on “Templates for Data Import”
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3. Select “Campaign Response” from the dropdown and click “Download”
4.

5. Open up the downloaded Campaign Response.xml document in Microsoft Excel.
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6. Fill in the information using the template. The Parent Campaign and Subject fields are required.
In order for CRM to match the campaign response to a Contact, Lead, or Create a New Lead, the
Email field must be included as well. Fill in any other available data.

7. Once you have filled in the template, save the file and return to CRM Settings -> Data
Management and click on “Imports.” In the ribbon at the top of the page will be a button to
“Import Data.” Follow the wizard to import the records into CRM.

Contact/Lead matching logic
Campaign Response can be created by importing and via web form. In any case, the workflow
“AtrioCampaign360 - Contact/Lead Matching (Campaign Response)” will match Lead/Contact to the
records in the system to eliminate duplicate lead management.

Campaign Responses Created from an Event Registration
When a campaign response is created from an event registration, the same logic is used as when
importing campaign responses, except that the lead and campaign responses are assigned to Campaign
Owner.

Lead Created from a Phone Call
When a lead is created from a person manually creating a lead while talking to a person on the phone.
We assume that the lead source is set to Phone Call. The same logic is used for campaign responses as is
used in Leads Created from a Website, above.
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Imported Leads
When a lead is imported (e.g. from a purchased list) it is created and may be used for marketing
purposes and future follow-up. We assume that a campaign response will be generated as the result of
marketing activity; otherwise, manual qualification and conversion will occur.
One exception to this may be a “hand raiser”, someone that Marketing has been marketing to and
his/her total score is high (e.g. 100+) due to reading a lot of Emails or been spending time on the
company’s website without completing a form. In this case, we may want to auto create a campaign
response and attach it to the lead. This capability would require ClickDimensions.

Normal Campaign Vs. Event Campaign
Atrio Campaign 360 manages Event campaign types differently from normal campaigns.
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Event campaign refers to a campaign which has campaign type set to Event (typecode filed value = 3).
So please make sure to keep typecode equal to 3 for event related campaign. if you rename the label of
Typecode value 3 to non event related, the campaign response will not behave as expected.

Campaign Response Follow-Up
Once a campaign response has been created users must follow-up on them very quickly, often in hours.
We must permit the users to qualify each campaign response, so we must add qualification fields to the
campaign response. Contact records typically do not have qualification questions and leads often do.
This approach moves the qualification process and questions to the campaign response.
We will rely on end users or consultants to create a workflow to notify users if a campaign response has
been assigned to them.
Qualification questions must be consistent with the client sales process. Out of the box, the following
fields are available:
 Pain Points (multiple Lines, 500)
 Budget ($)
 Decision Timeframe (date)
 Decision Influence (option set)
When a campaign response is converted to an opportunity the above fields map as follows:
 Subject > Topic
 Pain Points > Pain Points
 Est. Budget > Est. Budget
 Decision Timing > Est Close Date
 Decision Influence > Decision Influence
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You can view all open Campaign Responses on the Lead Generation Dashboard.

Open a Campaign Response in order to view more information and edit it.

The red section displays information about the contact or lead that responded to the campaign. The
blue section can be filled out with information from the potential customer.
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Campaign Response Conversion
After the campaign response has been followed up on or qualified, the campaign response must be
converted either by Qualifying or Disqualifying.
Now that you have filled in the potential customer’s information, you can either qualify or disqualify
them. Click on the “Convert Campaign Response” button.

If your potential customer is a lead
The lead will already be filled in on the convert form. Simply select the “Convert to an existing lead”
option and click “Ok”
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Now choose whether to Qualify or Disqualify the lead. If you choose to qualify, select the status reason
and check the account, contact, and opportunity buttons. To disqualify, pick the option and select the
status reason. Click Ok to convert the lead.

If your potential customer is a contact
The contact will already be filled in on the convert form. Simply select the “Create Quote, Order, or
Opportunity for an account or contact” option and click “Ok”
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Nuture the lead
If the lead doesn’t meet the qualification questions however you still want to nuture the lead you will
want to just close the campaign response and have marketing nuture the lead. Simply select the “Close
response” option and click “Ok”. This will close the campaign response and leave the lead available for
marketing to nuture

Qualifying Lead
Atrio Campaign 360 provides more options when qualify a lead. This comes in form of a custom button
on Lead form. The button shows dropdown with three options:

1. Qualify - with Opportunity. Qualify Lead and Open the created Opportunity.
2. Qualify - no Opportunity. Qualify Lead and Open Contact form instead of Opportunity
3. Qualify - more options…. Opens a popup to let user to select which records to create
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Qualify – more options

The pop up dialog provides options to qualify lead into Contact and/or Account and/or Opportunity.
For example, user can qualify lead into just a contact, not account and opportunity
The popup dialog also contain a “Potential Customer” lookup simiar to CRM out of the box functionality.
This allow us to select existing company a Lead belongs to. For example, a lead works for “Atrio Systems
Inc.”, but in the lead record says just “Atrio”, user is able to associate the new lead to existing “Atrio
Systems Inc.” instead of creating a duplicated company.
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Managing Campaigns
When using Atrio Campaign 360 you can track progress of your campaigns in real-time. This permits you
to measure and report on progress, as well as, update your campaign if results are not as planned.
Campaign 360 provides the building blocks for calculating campaign return on investment (ROI).

Working with Google AdWords
When working with Google Adwords, ensure that the Adwords landing pages include the above
JavaScript.
If you are unable to add the campaign JavaScript to your web pages, (e.g. you are using web pages for
multiple campaigns or you do not have access to your website content management system), you can
track Adwords responses by manually updating Visits records. Each week of the campaign create an
advanced find to find visits where the entry page is the landing page and the referring host is an
AdWords URL. Bulk edit the records to add the campaigns to the visit records.

Outlook E-mail Links
When you want to track responses to Outlook E-mails, such as embedded E-mail links or signatures, you
should create a landing page and set the HTML link to land on the corresponding page. Ensure that the
above JavaScript has been added to the landing page.
If you are unable to add the campaign JavaScript, you can manually update the Campaign Responses.
Each week create, for the duration of the campaign, use an Advanced Find to find visits where the entry
page is the landing page. Bulk edit the records to add the campaigns to the visit records.
The above applies to any other E-mail system (e.g. Gmail, Yahoo mail, etc.) that is not sent via
ClickDimensions.

Tracking Phone Calls
If the campaign includes considerable telephone responses, dedicated phone lines and/or the use of a
call center permits you to easily track the inbound telephone. If the call center is not using CRM and calls
are recorded in another system or in a spreadsheet, the data is easily imported into CRM as Campaign
Responses. If the telephone agents have access to CRM, they should record each telephone
conversation by adding Campaign Responses to the campaign.
Ad hoc inbound telephone calls are challenging to track. CRM users often have the habit of recording
phone calls as Phone Call activities on the Contact record. These same phone calls are often used in call
reports. If the volume of calls is statistically significant and you wish to track them, train your CRM users
to use a keyword (e.g. ProductName for a product launch) in the subject line. Create a workflow to
create Campaign Responses with the related campaign-related information. Using Advanced Find, find
all Phone Call activities with the subject containing “ProductName”. Run the workflow created earlier, to
create the Campaign Responses.

Tracking Informal Meetings
Informal or ad hoc meetings are also difficult to track. They require the person holding the meeting to
create an entry into CRM. Sometimes the user only has a business card with some notes on it. Track
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theses interactions with CRM Appointments and use the same technique used to track ad hoc phone
calls to create Campaign Responses.
To track the campaign-related meetings users must record the meeting as a campaign response. The
campaign response will then attach to the associated contact or lead, if the E-mail address is recorded
on the campaign response. As an alternative, record the meeting as a CRM appointment and follow the
same process as recording ad hoc phone calls, above.

Tracking Trade Show Booth Visits
Trade show attendees are imported into CRM as Campaign Responses and assigned to the campaign
during the import. This requires you to add a campaign field to the trade show csv file. When the csv file
is imported the newly created campaign responses are attached to leads and contracts and assigned to
lead and contact owners for follow-up. The status of each Campaign Responses is visible from the
campaigns.
The use of campaign responses permits you to manage and see the multiple touches from all campaigns
and interactions. It also eliminates the need to manage duplicate leads generated during the import of
lists. If a contact or lead does not exist a new one is created within CRM.

Tracking Opportunities
Opportunities are automatically tracked to campaigns when they are created from Campaign Responses.
They will appear on the campaign associated view. If opportunities are created manually you must add
the campaign to the associated Source Campaign field.

Tracking Net New Leads
All new leads created from web visits are automatically tracked to the campaign. These leads are visible
from the Campaign and have associated Campaign Responses for follow-up.
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Calculation Campaign ROI Using Campaign Responses
Marketing staff must be able to determine campaign ROI by comparing campaign costs to sales orders
associated with the campaign. Campaign responses permit this to occur. The following are necessary
conditions:
 Campaign responses are tied to campaigns.

Creating/Updating Marketing Lists from Campaign Responses
Users want the ability to remove members from Marketing lists based on the creation of campaign
responses, for example, if a person signs up for an event the E-mail marketing list should be remove the
contact or lead from the Marketing List.

Support
Please send any product issues and suggestions to support@atriosystems.com.

Appendix A
Campaign Workflows
Atrio Campaign 360 Solution contains seven workflows:
Time of trigger
1

Match Lead/Contact to existing Company
base on Name and Email. If not found, create
a new Lead

Active

AtrioCampaign360- Notification and Assignment (Campaign Response)
New Campaign Response is
created. Triggered as a child
workflow of (2)

3

Default
status

AtrioCampaign360- Contact/Lead Matching (Campaign Response)
New Campaign Response is
created

2

Task

Assign Lead and Campaign Response to
proper owner

Active

AtrioCampaign360- Update Campaign Response after event
Event attendees’ attendance is
recorded





Atrio Campaign 360

For managing the Event campaign
Send email notification to Lead/Contact
after the event is over
Assign Lead and Campaign Response to
proper ower after the event is over
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4

AtrioCampaign360- Link Campaign Response on Contact
New contact is created when
concert Campaign Response

5

Map contact account on Opportunity

Active

AtrioCampaign360- Reassign Campaign Response
Reassign lead

7

Active

AtrioCampaign360- Convert Campaign Response to Opportunity
Convert Campaign Response to
opportunity

6

Close Campaign Response on Contact

Reassign Campaign Response to follow Lead

Active

AtrioCampaign360 – Map Custom Fields
New Campaign Response is
created. Triggered as a child
workflow of (2)

Map custom fields after creating Campaign
Response

Active

Notification and Assignment
Record assignment is configured in the workflow “AtrioCampaign360- Notification and Assignment
(Campaign Response)”
By default, the owner of lead is assigned to the owner of the Campaign. Please make sure that the
person owning the Campaign has enough privilege to own a Lead.
For the Campaign Response assignment, if the parent campaign is event campaign, the owner of
Campaign Response is assigned to the owner of the Campaign until the event is over. Otherwise, the
owner of Campaign Response is assigned to the owner of the Contact/Lead for immediate follow-up.
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If notification emails need to be performed or additional logic added, then the “AtrioCampaign360Notification and Assignment (Campaign Response)” workflow can be edited to include all steps.
Modify the assignment, add email notification, or any other steps that need to be performed to the
body of the workflow. Activate the workflow and it will run automatically when the Campaign Response
is created.

Manage Event Campaign Responses
After the event is over, the attendees’ attendance must be recorded in order for the Campaign to be
tracked correctly. This is done in the Campaign Response by marking Attended Event: Yes or No. In case
of Lead, it is requried to specify the new Lead owner in “Assign Lead To” field. By default the field is
prefilled with the campaign owner.
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When the record is saved, the workflow “AtrioCampaign360- Update Campaign Response after event”
is triggered to send email notification and record assignment. By default this workflow is set to inactive
because the workflow contains email notification which should be reviewed before being sent.
If Lead attends an event, Lead status is raised to “Hot” and Campaign Response priority is set to “High.”
Lead will be assigned to a new owner specified in the Assign Lead To field in the Campaign Response.
The Campaign Reponses are assigned to Lead/Contact owners for follow-up, and two kinds of emails are
sent – Attendee and No Show.
Four different emails provided in the workflow are:
1) Email for attended lead
2) Email for attended contact

3) Email for non-attended lead
4) Email for non-attended contact

User should review the email content and modify email as desired before enabling the workflow.
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Disclaimer
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", AND ATRIO SYSTEMS, INC. DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH
REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. IN NO EVENT SHALL ATRIO SYSTEMS, INC. BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL,
INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF
USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE, OR OTHER TORTIOUS
ACTION, ARISING OUR OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
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